
The play that Sasuke showed before was impressive for his age but it could not be 

validated as it was.  The number of shots he made in a row and that first play of the game had 

certainly entertained the other players but it still seemed somewhat flukey to them.  The boy 

from whom he had stolen the ball, Josh, was caught off guard because he hadn’t truly taken the 

12 year old seriously.  But now he was.  He came down the court like he would against any older 

player.  He dribbled only on one side shielding the ball with his other shoulder and arm.  When 

he crossed the ball over he went quickly through his legs and turned his body sharply to shield 

the ball.  He was giving Sasuke at least that much respect.  Josh dribbled directly at Sasuke 

forcing contact with his shoulder and using his size over the boy to his advantage.  Sasuke was 

easily overpowered but instead of avoiding the contact he kept his body pressed up against 

Josh’s shoulder.  He stayed glued to Josh.  It was like he was riding him.  As the boy pushed him 

backwards closer to the goal, Sasuke’s large black eyes stayed trained on the ball.   

Itachi was watching.  His eyes set intently on Sasuke.  From behind his dark tinted 

RayBan’s he could see that Sasuke had queued in on the movement of the ball and also the boy’s 

left leg as well.  Sasuke’s eyes darted between the two.  The ball.  Josh’s left leg.  

Just below the basket Josh started to elevate.  He steadied himself with his right leg and 

then planted hard and started to jump off of his left leg.  The motion to jump required him to 

bend down and angle himself backward.  It freed Sasuke from the constant force of his 

shoulder.  And in order to put the ball in position to dunk he held the ball in his right hand fully 

exposed at shoulder height.  For a split instance before he jumped the ball was open and in a 

position that Sasuke could reach for it.  Sasuke started to reach for it.  And he likely would have 

at least touched it but at the last second he flinched ducking off to the side.  Josh swiped with his 

left hand and elevated all in one motion.  From the crouched position he rose in an instant to 



dunk the ball.  He slammed the ball in and hung on the rim.  His teammates “Ooooed and 

Ahhhhhed” jovially.  The shirtless boys on Sasuke’s team, especially Terrance, started talking 

trash to the boy.  It was partially serious and partially in jest but the looks on their faces made it 

seem that they found his dunk indignant.  “Hey.  So you just gonna body little man like that and 

then dunk on him…  Oh you think you did something huh?  My man is a fucking foot shorter 

than you.  Try that shit again.  Try that shit on me and I’ll throw that bullshit out of here.” 

While they were busy remonstrating Josh, Itachi was in awe of what he had just seen.  He 

didn’t want to see it.  He knew already but this game was making it apparent more and more by 

the second.  He could see just as plain as day with his eyes that Josh had decided to dunk on his 

little brother out of embarrassment and was refusing to be denied.  That left hand that swiped 

before he jumped was meant to swat Sasuke away so that he couldn’t touch the ball.  What 

astonished him was that Sasuke was able to see that swat coming while he was looking only at 

the ball and the left leg.  He should have been blindsided by that swat.  It would have been out of 

anyone else’s field of vision but not with eyes like his.  It would have been better for Itachi’s 

psyche had the boy hit his brother.   

Yelling in outrage at Josh’s attack on Sasuke the boy in the red shorts dribbled the ball up 

the court.  Once he passed the half court line, he immediately passed the ball to Sasuke.  As soon 

as he did he motioned for Sasuke to run behind him.  Sasuke dashed his way with Josh guarding 

him, following him step for step.  Terrance set a pick standing stiff like a stone and when Sasuke 

made it behind him he stepped forward body checking Josh who was caught completely off 

guard Josh was so singularly focused on defending Sasuke that he didn’t notice Terrance’s broad 

shoulders and sharp elbow angled in his path.  A sharp elbow and a thick shoulder crashed deep 

into Josh’s chest and he fell hard to the floor.  Left free to shoot on the other side of Terrance, 



Sasuke heaved up a beautiful three pointer that hit nothing but net.  When the shot was made 

Terrance began taunting Josh who still lie splayed out on his back on the court.  “Yeah 

punk.  Try to body my boy with me around.  I’ll drop your ass again.”  Josh jumped up from the 

floor and got in Terrance’s face.  They were nose to nose shouting.  One of the older men on the 

shirted team came and separated the boys.  Terrance shuffled backwards to the other end of the 

court continuing to spout trash talk from his mouth.   

Itachi didn’t pay attention to the physicality of the game although his eyes were still 

aware of it.  He could feel the growing seriousness of the game.  But the primary concern of his 

gaze was Sasuke.  He could see Sasuke starting to cringe.  It was the eyes.  Their empathetic 

powers making him feel the aggression growing in the boys.  It was making him 

uncomfortable.  He could feel Josh blaming him for his embarrassment and could sense his 

thoughts of wanting some form of revenge on him.  

This time one of the older guys brought the ball up the court.  He passed it off and the 

boy with the ball ran behind Josh for a screen.  Sasuke moved to get around Josh to defend the 

boy with the ball and Josh sharply stuck out his elbow and shoulder trying to knock Sasuke 

down.  Sasuke anticipated this and pirouetted around him in one fluid motion.  The boy hiding 

behind the screen was so surprised that he lost the ball.  Sasuke grabbed the ball and dribbled 

down the court.  Josh turned and scurried to chase him with his right hand raised, poised to block 

the ball as soon as Sasuke stopped to shoot.  Sasuke looked only forward dribbling toward the 

goal as fast as he could go.  He ran up to the goal and started the motion for a jump.  Josh, 

running behind him and expecting him to go for a lay-up, jumped high into the air ready to 

smack the ball away with nothing but malicious intent.  To his surprise however, Sasuke didn’t 

jump and the ball didn’t leave his hands.  Josh sailed over Sasuke confused.  He had to contort 



his body in the air not to land on Sasuke.  This left his body in an awkward position in the air, 

which caused him to have an ugly, rolling tumble of a landing far out behind the goal.  With Josh 

on the floor, Sasuke took his time with an easy lay-up.  Terrance ran down to the boy and stood 

over him laughing.  “Lil Tachi straight killing you.  If Itachi ain’t gonna play again this year then 

we should put his brother on the team in his place.  That means your sorry ass will go right back 

to warming that bench.  Ha ha ha.”   

The other players thought that what Sasuke had done was incredible.  Well it 

was.  Sasuke had been looking forward the entire time and the gym was too loud for him to have 

been hearing Josh’s steps.  Blocking shots was actually what Josh was best known for.  Although 

he wasn’t the tallest, he could jump inordinately high.  At only 5’9, he could dunk a basketball 

with ease.  He blocked shots in games all the time.  They thought that avoiding the block with 

such guile was amazing but Itachi saw how he did it.  And to a normal person it would have been 

imperceptible.  Sasuke knew that Josh was trailing behind by feeling his malicious intent and 

then he was able to know exactly from where the boy would be jumping by following the 

shadow he cast on the floor.  Itachi watched as the game went on and Sasuke continued to 

amaze.  His movements were precise.  He seemed faster than he was because he moved without 

any wasted movement.  He stole passes because every pass and where it was going was 

immediately clear to him.  He was in perfect sync with his teammates although he had never 

played with them before in a real game.  He could sense their thoughts.  Itachi looked on curious 

and growing more and more concerned.  Sasuke was unaware of what he was doing and how he 

was doing it.  To him it was simply all part of his basic perception just as it had been for Itachi 

until he realized that this was the power of the eyes.   



Sasuke played with innocent and childish glee at first.  He just enjoyed going up against 

these boys on the high school team.  Holding his own and actually competing was exciting.  But 

as the game went on that slowly began to change. That simple joy, bit by bit was being imbued 

with the mindset of the other players.  Their tenacious competitiveness, their decidedly teenage 

attitude, their thirst for receiving attention at the embarrassment of others on the court.  It 

happened to him unconsciously.  Ocular osmosis allowed droplet by droplet for his demeanor to 

be overcome with the mood of the game.  The playful smile on his face at the start of the game 

became a cynical scowl.  He was started attacking Josh and purposefully embarrassing him like 

he could feel the other players on his team wanted.   

Itachi lost himself in the game.  He was focused on Sasuke but his eyes were omniscient 

of the entire court.  They perceived minor, normally imperceptible indentations on the 

floor.  While still staring at Sasuke, he saw that Terrance’s left foot hadn’t landed squarely on 

it’s last step and in stretching to correct himself he would step on one of the imbalances on the 

court and fall.  An instant later, Terrance fell and rolled his ankle.   

As Itachi watched his little brother dominate the game with age defying skill his eyes 

began to burn.  His irises were ripping, giving him this continuous and sharp twinge of pain that 

felt like little mouse claws scratching into his eyeballs. In agony he shut them tight.  A flood of 

sensory information began to inundate his perception, even more than usual.  He could feel the 

odd mix of joy and jealousy that Sasuke’s little friends felt watching him play.  He could feel the 

bitter anger than was swelling within Josh.  He could feel the sharp pain stinging Terrance as he 

hobbled along on a twisted ankle trying to continue playing.  And he could sense Sasuke’s brain, 

working like a computer with all of the information being provided to him by those same 

eyes.  Then just under his eyes, in the little creases created by his dark circles and the bottom 



edge of the sunglasses, the sensation of warm liquid pooling reached his attention.  Itachi’s eyes 

were bleeding.  He cleaned the blood from beneath his sunglasses with his fingers before anyone 

noticed, wiping the blood off on the side of his pants.  He walked calmly out of the gym.  He 

needed to go to the restroom and get himself together.  He looked down trying to curb the 

overstimulation bombarding his brain.  To no avail however as those eyes were omniscient to 

everything around them.  He stumbled down a long white hallway.  He did his best to walk 

composed and upright so as not to arouse the the stares.  They would be too much.  He would 

read the thoughts behind those stairs and know exactly what people thought of his 

affliction.  Down through the hall and paranoid of eyes he reached the locker room and opened 

the swinging door with just his shoulders. Once in the restroom he walked over to a sink and 

splashed water on his face.  An old naked grey haired man walking out of the showers saw him 

and asked if he was ok.  He could tell that the man’s concern was sincere.  He looked down with 

his eyes closed making up a desperate lie on the spot.  “I’m fine.  I just have really bad allergies. 

Turns my eyes red and gives me nosebleeds sometimes. Just have to wash my face and put my 

eye-drops in.”  The man left it at that but Itachi knew that he didn’t really buy it.  When the man 

moved beyond him he opened his eyes and had another look in the mirror.  In his reflection he 

saw two glowing red eyes, each eye with four pupils.  The regular pupil in the center and three 

small comma shaped pupils encircling it.  The circular muscle of the iris had ripped in places to 

form the extra pupils.  He could see them expand and contract.  He could see the blood being fed 

into the muscles imbuing them with the red hue.  Then the scents hit him.  The restroom was 

noisy with smell.  Disgusting, the nauseating smell of men’s bodies and their functions.  He ran 

into the empty handicap stall and began to vomit.  The first wave of vomit flew from his mouth 

and splashed into the toilet. His vomit was mostly just milk.  It was the most palatable food he 



could consume. Other flavors had a tendency to be too stimulating.  The white vomit instantly 

changed the color of the water in the bowl to a cloudy gray.  Backsplash flew from the bowl in 

sprinkles of liquid that landed haphazardly where they may. So keen were his eyes that he could 

see the projectile droplets of backsplash and all the disgusting little microbes therein.  When the 

backsplash touched him he began to violently wipe his skin with his hands but the smells 

wrapped him again and he vomited more.  The naked man, now clothed came back to the 

door.  “Hey son, You sure you are OK in there?”  Between what were now just dry heaves, Itachi 

forced out the words “I’m fine…  The allergies get me like this sometimes.  I’ll be OK in a 

minute.”  The man said “Ok” but in his mind he thought, “Drugs for sure”.  And his body was 

drenched in perfumed body wash and his breath smelled like onions.  Itachi hunched over again 

and heaved more emptiness .  Both smells were too strong. 


